UCC POLICY COMMITTEE

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS

September 7, 2006
2:00-4:00 pm
HOH 601-K

I. ARTS AND HUMANITIES

A. SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE
   
   Reinstated course: SPAN 391 INTRODUCTION TO CONTEMPORARY SPANISH LITERATURE (USC MADRID CENTER) (4)
   Readings in contemporary Spanish literature. Includes lectures by recognized Spanish writers and scholars.
   Departmental approval.

   Req. by Roberto Ignacio Diaz
   Eff. Summer 2007

B. THORNTON SCHOOL OF MUSIC
   
   Revise the unit value of 40 individual instruction courses from 1, 2 or 4, max 8 to 1 or 2, max 8
   Eff. Fall 2007

   MUCD 553; MUCD 653
   MUJZ 153; MUJZ 253; MUJZ 353; MUJZ 453; MUJZ 553; MUJZ 653
   MPEM 553; MPEM 653
   MPGU 153; MPGU 253; MPGU 353; MPGU 453; MPGU 553; MPGU 653
   MPKS 153; MPKS 253; MPKS 353; MPKS 453; MPKS 553; MPKS 653
   MPST 153; MPST 253; MPST 353; MPST 453; MPST 553; MPST 653
   MPVA 153; MPVA 253; MPVA 353; MPVA 453; MPVA 553; MPVA 653
   MPWP 153, MPWP 253; MPWP 353; MPWP 453; MPWP 553; MPWP 653

II. OVERSEAS STUDIES

No items for administrative action

III. SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

No items for administrative action
IV. SOCIAL SCIENCES

MARSHALL SCHOOL OF BUSINESS  

Req. by Thomas G. Cummings

Revise a course: Eff. Fall 2007

NEW: BUAD 304 LEADING ORGANIZATIONS (4)
The role of leadership in business organizations; concepts and skills for managing oneself and others.

OLD: BUAD 304 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR (4)
The environments and technologies of business and industrial organizations, processes of work group development and management, and their effects on individual behavior.

- **12/12/03 SSP MEETING: DEFERRED to the panel chair.** The course is required or an elective for a number of majors and minors: the BS in Environmental Studies, the Biotechnology minor, the BA in IR (Global Business), and with its new focus it might be of interest to the minor in Critical Approaches to Leadership minor. Affected department signatures are needed from the chairs or directors of these programs. The panel questions the practice of offering the course with two lecture hours and two lab hours. This provides the students only two hours of faculty contact. The labs are held in the Experiential Learning Center; is one hour of faculty contact provided there?

- **APPROVED.** The affected department signatures were provided.